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Abstract: Lamellar structure of poly(Ala-Gly) or (AG)n in the solid was examined using 13C solid-state NMR
and statistical mechanical approaches. Two doubly labeled versions, [1-13C]Gly14[1-13C]Ala15- and [1-13C]-
Gly18[1-13C]Ala19 of (AG)15 were examined by two-dimensional (2D) 13C spin diffusion NMR in the solid
state. In addition five doubly labeled [15N,13C]-versions of the same peptide, (AG) 15 and 15 versions labeled
[3-13C] in each of the successive Ala residues were utilized for REDOR and 13C CP/MAS NMR
measurements, respectively. The observed spin diffusion NMR spectra were consistent with a structure
containing a combination of distorted â-turns with a large distribution of the torsion angles and antiparallel
â-sheets. The relative proportion of the distorted â-turn form was evaluated by examination of 13C CP/
MAS NMR spectra of [3-13C]Ala-(AG)15. In addition, REDOR determinations showed five kinds of atomic
distances between doubly labeled 13C and 15N nuclei which were also interpreted in terms of a combination
of â-sheets and â-turns. Our statistical mechanical analysis is in excellent agreement with our Ala Câ 13C
CP/MAS NMR data strongly suggesting that (AG)15 has a lamellar structure.

Introduction

Silk fibroin from Bombyx morisilkworm has outstanding
mechanical properties such as exceptional strength and tough-
ness, despite being spun from aqueous solution.1 Two distinct
structures in the solid state, silk I before spinning and silk II
after spinning, have been proposed on the basis of X-ray fiber
diffraction, conformational energy calculations, infrared spec-
troscopy, and solid-state NMR.2 The conformation of silk I has
been shown by us to have a repeated type-IIâ-turn structure
with the use of solid-state NMR approaches such as two-
dimensional (2D) spin diffusion NMR under off magic angle
spinning, rotational echo double resonance (REDOR), and13C
chemical shift data as well as X-ray diffraction analysis.2,3

On the other hand, the conformation of silk II was character-
ized first by Marsh et al.4 as an antiparallelâ-sheet based on a
fiber X-ray diffraction study of nativeB. morisilk fiber. Later,
Fraser et al.,5 Lotz and Keith,6 and Fossey et al.7 supported the
general features of this antiparallelâ-sheet model, although some
disordered structure is also present in the silk fibers. Takahashi
et al.8 reported a more detailed X-ray fiber diffraction analysis

of B. morisilk fibroin based on 35 quantified intensities. After
considering the previously proposed models for silk II in terms
of the experimentally derivedR factor, these authors8 proposed
that two antipolar, antiparallelâ-sheet structures are statistically
stacked with different orientations, occupying the crystal site
with a ratio of 1:2. In these structural studies ofB. mori silk
fibroin, (AG)n has been used as a pertinent model system for
NMR studies, because the primary structure ofB. mori silk
contains multiple repeats of (AGSGAG)n which make up 55%
of the total fiber and form the insoluble quasi-crystalline Cp-
fraction after chymotrypsin cleavage.1 The chain-folded lamellar
structure has been proposed for (AG)64 in the silk II form9 and,
on the basis of SAN and WAX scattering,10 for a dried hydrogel
of regenerated silk fibroin slowly converted to a silk II structure.

Solid-state NMR is useful for determining the silk I structure
and has also been used to clarify the silk II structure of
(AG)15.11,12Broad and asymmetric Ala Câ peaks were observed
in the CP/MAS NMR spectra of (AG)15, indicating a hetero-
geneous structure11,12in contrast to the singly ordered secondary
structure of silk I. The relative proportions of the various
heterogeneous components were determined from their relative
peak intensities of the deconvoluted line shape.5 For example,
the deconvoluted Ala Câ peaks of (AG)15 yielded 27%distorted
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â-turn(16.7 ppm), 46%â-sheet (alternating Ala residues)(19.1
ppm), and 27%â-sheet (parallel Ala residues)(22.4 pppm).
Recently, 13C solid-state NMR on selectively13C-labeled
peptides labeled singly at different Ala methyl carbons was used
to examine the silk II structure of (AG)15 with emphasis on a
possible lamellar structure containingâ-turns.13

In the present paper, we used solid-state NMR approaches
such as 2D spin diffusion, under off magic angle spinning and
REDOR NMR, and13C chemical shift contour plots of the Câ
carbon of Ala residue to study in detail the structure for (AG)15

in silk II form, supported by statistical mechanical calculations
for (AG)15.

Experimental Section

Sample Preparations. Using solid-phase Fmoc-chemistry, we
prepared two13C doubly labeled peptides of (AG)15: (AG)6A[1-13C]-
G14[1-13C]A15G(AG)7 and (AG)8A[1-13C]G18[1-13C]A19G(AG)5 for 2D
spin diffusion NMR experiments; five13C,15N-labeled peptides of
(AG)15: (D1) (AG)7[15N]A15[2-13C]G16(AG)7, (D2) (AG)7A[15N]Gly16

[2-13C]Ala17G(AG)6, (D3) (AG)6A[1-13C]Gly14A[15N]Gly16(AG)7, (D4)
(AG)7[1-13C]Ala15G[15N]Ala17G(AG)6, and (D5) (AG)7[15N]Ala15[1-13C]-
Gly16(AG)7 for REDOR analysis, and 15 [3-13C]A-singly labeled
versions of the same peptide with different labeling positions and (AG)25

for CP/MAS NMR. A fully automated Pioneer Peptide Synthesis
System (Applied Biosystem Ltd.)2 was used throughout. MALDI-
TOFMS (Applied Biosystem Ltd.) was used to characterize (AG)15

peptide. After synthesis the samples were dissolved in formic acid and
thoroughly dried before use in NMR experiments. Their purity of (AG)15

was more than 90%, and the structure was predominantlyâ-sheet as
determined from the13C CP/MAS NMR spectra.11

13C CP/MAS NMR Measurements. 13C CP/MAS NMR experi-
ments14 were performed on a Chemagnetics Infinity 400 MHz
spectrometer with an operating frequency of 100.0 MHz for13C at a
sample spinning rate of 10 kHz (a 4-mm diameter Zr rotor). Number
of acquisitions was 8000, and the recycle delay was 5 s. A 50 kHz
radio frequency field strength was used for1H-13C decoupling with
the acquisition period of 12.8 ms. A 90° pulse width of 5µs with 1 ms
CP contact time was employed. Phase cycling was used to minimize
artifacts. 13C chemical shifts were calibrated indirectly through the
adamantane methylene peak observed at 28.8 ppm relative to TMS
(tetramethylsilane) at 0 ppm.2

2D Spin Diffusion 13C Solid-State NMR Measurements.The 2D
spin diffusion NMR spectra were observed using a Varian UnityINOVA
400 NMR spectrometer with a 7-mm Jakobsen-type double-tuned MAS
probe at off magic angle condition (θm-7°) at room temperature.13 The
sample spinning rate was 6 kHz ((3 Hz). The scaling factor of the 2D
spin diffusion spectra is 1/2 (3 cos2 (θm - 7°) - 1) ) 0.198. The mixing
times were set to 2s. The contact time was set to 2 ms using the variable-
amplitude CP technique. About 400 scans with a recycle delay of 2 s
were accumulated for everyT1 value in the 2D experiment. The
principal values of the chemical shift tensors for the carbonyl carbon
nuclei of the13C-labeled Ala and Gly residues were determined by
analysis of the spinning sidebands under slow MAS conditions using
a Chemagnetics Infinity 400 spectrometer.3

REDOR Measurements.The REDOR experiments15,16 were per-
formed on a Chemagnetics Infinity 400 MHz spectrometer (100.0 MHz
for 13C and 40.3 MHz for15N) using the following conditions:17 a 4-mm

triple-channel magic-angle probe; spinning rate 6.7 kHz; 180° pulses
for 13C and15N channels respectively of 6.5 and 8.2µs duration; recycle
delay of 3 s. Phases of15N 180° pulses were cycled according to the
XY-8 scheme3 to minimize off-resonance and pulse error effects.
REDOR evolution times ranged up to 18 ms. Values of∆S/S0 ) 1 -
S/S0 were computed as the ratios of peak intensities in the REDOR
spectra.

Results and Discussions

13C CP/MAS NMR Spectra of Alanine-Glycine Oligomers.
Figure 1 shows the expanded Ala Câ region of 13C CP/MAS
NMR spectra for a series of (AG)n peptides, G(AG)3, (AG)9,
(AG)12, (AG)15, and (AG)25. The Ala Câ peak of the short
peptide, G(AG)3 in the silk II state showed only two peaks at
lower field corresponding to theâ-sheet peak region and no
peak at 16.7 ppm. The broad 16.7 ppm peak which has been
assigned to distortedâ-turn and/or random coil was observed
in longer peptides, (AG)n (n ) 9, 12, 15, and 25).2 The fraction
of the intensity of the 16.7 ppm peak for the Ala methyl region
was slightly smaller for (AG)9 compared with that for the longer
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91-96.

Figure 1. Expanded Ala Câ peaks of13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of
G(AG)3, (AG)9, (AG)12, (AG)15, and (AG)25.
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peptides, (AG)12, (AG)15, and (AG)25, the fraction being almost
the same in the latter three peptides. These data suggest the
appearance of a single unit of new structure in the chain when
the length of the oligomer exceeds a critical value. This is
compatible with previous evidence13 for the existence of a
lamellar structure in (AG)15 obtained by13C CP/MAS NMR
using selective stable isotope labeling.

13C Spin Diffusion NMR Spectra. The 13C spin diffusion
NMR spectra of the expanded carbonyl region of (a) (AG)6A-
[1-13C]G14[1-13C] A15G(AG)7 and (b) (AG)8A[1-13C]G18[1-13C]-
A19G(AG)5 observed under slow MAS condition are shown in
Figure 2 together with the corresponding simulated spectra, (c)
and (d), and the calculated spectrum of (e) antiparallelâ-sheet
sheet (φ andæ ) -150° and 150°). When comparison is made

with the calculated spectrum (e) for an antiparallelâ-sheet
structure, it is obvious that the non-diagonal components in the
observed spectra (a) and (b) are more enhanced, suggesting the
presence of additional structures to the antiparallelâ-sheet
structure in the peptide. Figure 2b shows more of the non-
diagonal components than Figure 2a.

Figure 3 shows the13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of (a) (AG)7-
[3-13C]Ala15G(AG)7 and (b) (AG)15 with natural abundance, and
the difference spectrum (c)) (a) - (b), together with the
deconvoluted spectrum (d) of the Ala Câ region. The decon-
voluted Ala15 Câ peaks of (AG)7[3-13C]Ala15G(AG)7 yielded
23%distortedâ-turn (16.7 ppm), 55%â-sheet (alternating Ala
residues) (19.1 ppm), and 22%â-sheet (parallel Ala residues)
(22.4 ppm) (Figure 3d).11 It appears that the increased nondi-

Figure 2. 13C spin diffusion NMR spectra of expanded carbonyl region of (a) (AG)6A[1-13C]G14[1-13C]A15G(AG)7 and (b) (AG)8A[1-13C]G18[1-13C]A19G-
(AG)5 observed under slow MAS condition. The corresponding simulated spectra (c) and (d) and the calculated spectrum of (e) (antiparallelâ-sheet sheet
(φ andæ ) -150° and 150°, respectively)) are also shown.
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agonal components in Figure 2a are caused by the presence of
thedistortedâ-turn together with the antiparallelâ-sheet. Figure
3e shows that the deconvoluted Ala19 Câ peaks of (AG)9[3-
13C]Ala19G(AG)5 yielded 34%distortedâ-turn(16.7 ppm), 41%
â-sheet (alternating Ala residues)(19.1 ppm), 25%â-sheet
(parallel Ala residues)(22.4 ppm), and therefore an increased
distortedâ-turn content compared with the same peptide labeled
at Ala15 (see Figure 3d). This difference correlates with the
increase in the nondiagonal components in Figure 2b compared
with that in Figure 2a.

13C spin diffusion NMR spectral patterns were calculated for
Ala residues as a function of the torsion angles,φ andæ (see
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). It is noted that the
patterns change, largely depending on the torsion angles.3 It is
worthwhile to simulate the observed spin diffusion pattern (see
a and b of Figure 2). Two peaks observed at the lower field at
19.1 and 22.4 ppm have both been assigned to two different
intermolecular arrangements of the antiparallelâ-sheet both with
the same torsion angles of Ala residue (φ andæ ) -150° and
150°).11 Therefore, we will concentrate here on the broad 16.7
ppm peak which gives information concerning the distribution
of the torsion angles in the distortedâ-turn region within one
chain. We first simulate the spin-diffusion NMR pattern of
(AG)6A[1-13C]G14[1-13C]A15G(AG)7. The 13C chemical shift
contour plot of the Câ carbon of Ala residues as a function of
the torsion anglesφ and æ has been reported previously.18,19

This has been used to evaluate the distribution of the torsion
angles from the chemical shift distribution of the 16.7 ppm

peak.20 Figure 4a shows these chemical shifts as a histogram.
Each histogram of the chemical shifts can be converted to the
correspondingφ andæ torsion angle distribution shown in the
same color in Figure 4b. We estimated the pertinent sets of the
torsion angles. Thereafter, the corresponding calculated spin
diffusion patterns as shown in the Supporting Information were
selected. Finally, the spin diffusion spectrum was calculated by
taking into account the fraction for each (φ, æ) angle in Figure
4. Figure 2c shows the simulated pattern for (AG)6A[1-13C]-
G14[1-13C]A15G(AG)7 according to this series of calculations.
A comparison shows that the observed spectral pattern (Figure
2a) was well reproduced by the simulated pattern (Figure 2c).
A similar simulation was also performed for (AG)8A[1-13C]-
G18[1-13C]A19G(AG)5 as shown in Figure 2d. Here the fraction
of the distortedâ-turn was 34%. The simulated spectrum of
A19 (Figure 2d) is slightly different from that of A15 (Figure
2c), reflecting the increase in the fraction of the distortedâ-turn
structure. Thus, the difference in the observed spectra between
A15 and A19 peptides with different labeling positions could be
well reproduced by the simulated spectra.

REDOR Observation. REDOR experiments of peptides
doubly labeled with [13C] and [15N] at different locations are
very useful for studying peptide and protein structures containing
turns, because the measured atomic distance between C and N
nuclei is shortened at the position of the turn.16 Table 1 compares
the observed interatomic distances between the labeling sites
determined from REDOR plots (see Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information) with predicted averaged interatomic distances
taking into consideration the percentage composition of the

(18) Spera, S.; Bax, A.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1991, 113, 5490-5492.
(19) Asakura, T.; Iwadate, M.; Demura, M.; Williamson, M. P.Int. J. Biol.

Macromol.1999, 24, 167-171.
(20) Asakura, T.; Kuzuhara, A.; Tabeta, R.; Saito, H.Macromolecules1985,

18, 1841-1845.

Figure 3. 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of (a) (AG)7[3-13C]Ala15G(AG)7 and (b) (AG)15 from natural abundance, and the difference spectrum, (c)) (a) - (b)
along with the deconvoluted spectrum (d) of the Ala Câ region.
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â-turn and â-sheet secondary structures at this location as
determined by deconvolution of the Ala Câ CP/MAS spectra
reported previously.13 If the (AG)15 molecule is assumed to take
only theâ-sheet structure, all the interatomic distances should
be longer than the observed distances by REDOR by 0.2-0.3
Å for the peptides D1-D4, and 0.8 Å for D5. By taking into
account the presence of theâ-turn structure, the predicted
distances become closer to, and fairly well correlated with, the
observed distances. Thus, the results from REDOR are in good
agreement with those from Ala Câ CP/MAS NMR, providing

strong supporting evidence for the existence of a combination
of â-turn andâ-sheet secondary structure at Ala15 in (AG)15.

Statistical Mechanical Calculation.Figure 5 shows that the
fraction of the peak at 16.7 ppm increases appreciably at
positions 9 and 11. This finding suggests a folded lamellar
structure with aâ-turn at these positions as estimated from the
deconvoluted Ala Câ peaks in Figure 3. The decreased fractions
after the 11th position remain unchanged until the 17th position,
and the fraction reaches the next maximum at the 19th position.
Thereafter, the fraction decreases to the minimum at the 25th
position and approaches the maximum again at the final 29th
position (C-terminus). Interestingly, it appears that such changes
in the fraction of the peak at 16.7 ppm indicate the presence of
lamellar structure, as discussed in the previous paper.13

In order to reproduce the distribution of turns along the
peptide shown in Figure 5, we used statistical mechanical
calculations21 to search for the most probable structure for
(AG)15, possessing either one or twoâ-turns at different
positions along the peptide. These calculations were based on
the following assumptions:

(1) After â-turn formation along the chain, there is at least
one pair of the intramolecular hydrogen-bonded strands forming
a â-sheet structure. Therefore, among Ala residues, the first

(21) Flory, P. J.Statistical Mechanics of Chain Molecules; John Wiley & Sans,
Inc.: New York, 1969.

Figure 4. Chemical shift distribution as a histogram (a) in the distorted
â-turn peak of (AG)6A[1-13C]G14[1-13C]A15G(AG)7. The13C chemical shift
contour plot (b) of the Câ carbon of Ala residue was used to evaluate the
distribution of the torsion angles from the histogram.

Table 1. Atomic Distances Calculated from REDOR Plots for Five
13C,15N-Labeled Peptides, (D1) (AG)7[15N]A15[2-13C]G16(AG)7, (D2)
(AG)7A[15N]Gly16[2-13C]Ala17G(AG)6, (D3)
(AG)6A[1-13C]Gly14A[15N]Gly16(AG)7, (D4)
(AG)7[1-13C]Ala15G[15N]Ala17G(AG)6, (D5)
(AG)7[15N]Ala15[1-13C]Gly16(AG)7 the Labeling Sites, Atomic
Distances by Assuming â-Sheet and â-Turn Together with the
Calculated Distances by Assuming the Fraction of 16.7 ppm Peak
Are Listed

labeled site

observed
distances

(Å)
â-sheet

(Å)
â-turn

(Å)

simulated
distances

(Å)

D1 [15N]Ala15‚‚‚[2-13C]Gly16 4.6( 0.1 4.82 4.74 4.8
D2 [15N]Gly16‚‚‚[2-13C]Ala17 4.7( 0.1 4.96 4.17 4.8
D3 [1-13C]Gly14‚‚‚[15N]Gly16 4.5( 0.1 4.77 3.85 4.6
D4 [1-13C]Ala15‚‚‚[15N]Ala17 4.5( 0.1 4.76 2.94 4.4
D5 [15N]Ala15‚‚‚[1-13C]Gly16 5.2( 0.3 6.02 5.05 5.8

Figure 5. Relative intensity of the 16.7 ppm peak calculated from the
deconvolution of Ala Câ peaks in the13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of 15
[3-13C](AG)15 with different [3-13C]Ala-labeling sites as a function of the
13C-labeled position. The calculated fractions of random coil and turn (non-
â-sheet structure) when∆EH ) -0.36 kcal/mol using the statistical
mechanical method are also shown. Details of the calculation are described
in the text.
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residue which can form theâ-turn is the third Ala residue, while
the 29th Ala is unable to form theâ-turn.

(2) The direction of theâ-turn formation along the chain is
always from the N-terminal to the C-terminal. In addition, to
form the hydrogen bonding for theâ-sheet structure, the start
of the turn is always on an Ala residue with an odd number.

3) There are either one or two turns in the peptide.
Using these assumptions, the 80 possible structures with one

or two â-turn positions in one chain were taken into account;
see the Supporting Information for the further details, Figure
S3. The occurrence probability,p(i), of the ith structure for
(AG)15 was calculated as

where∆E(i) is the potential energy of theith structure,k is the
Boltzmann’s constant, andT is the absolute temperature. If the
stabilization energy,∆EH, due to formation of interresidue
hydrogen bonds for each residue withâ-sheet structure is
assumed to be dominant, the relative potential energy of theith
structure, ∆E(i), with the occurrence probability,p(i), is
calculated as

where n(i) is number of the residue with such a relative
stabilization energy in theith structure. Then the occurrence
probability,P(j), where the Ala residuej in the (AG)15 molecule
is not involved in intermolecular hydrogen-bonding formation
within a â-sheet structure is calculated as21

whereδ(ij ) ) 0.0 when the Ala residuej in the ith structure is
involved in the interresidue hydrogen bonds withâ-sheet
structure, whileδ(ij ) ) 1.0 when the Ala residuej in the ith
structure is not involved in the interresidue hydrogen-bonding
formation withâ-sheet structure. TheP(j) was calculated as a
function of∆EH (0.0,-0.1,-0.2,-0.3,-0.4,-0.5 kcal/mol:
1 cal) 4.183 joules). The larger absolute value of∆EH means
that the contribution of the interresidue hydrogen bonds with
â-sheet structure to the potential energy of the chain becomes
larger. Figure 6 showsP(j) plotted against the Ala residue
position, j, in the molecule. The following points arise from

Figure 6: (1) When∆EH ) 0.0 kcal/mol, the 80 different
structures have the same occurrence probabilities. In this case,
the central residues which tend to be incorporated into the
â-sheet structure have higher occurrence probability, and
therefore the fraction of the residues which do not contribute
to the â-sheet becomes smaller. Thus, the plot becomes a
shallow line when∆EH ) 0.0 kcal/mol.

(2) The plots are markedly asymmetric because the N-terminal
Ala residue cannot contribute toâ-sheet formation, but the 29th
Ala residue just before C-terminal Gly residue can participate
in a â-sheet.

(3) With increasing∆EH, the center of the plot initially
becomes deeper and then two maxima appear when∆EH < -0.3
kcal/mol. Thus, the observed percentageâ-sheet content at
different points along the peptide determined by deconvoluting
Ala Câ peaks in the13C CP/MAS NMR spectra (Figure 5) could
be reproduced for∆EH < -0.3 kcal/mol. Figure 7 shows how
the root-mean-square of the deviation between the observed
fractions of non-â-sheet conformations determined by decon-
volution and the predicted fractions calculated using statistical
mechanics changes with∆EH between 0.0 and-0.6 kcal/mol.
The minimum deviation was obtained at∆EH ) -0.36 kcal/
mol although the shape of the line is shallow to the right of the
minimum. The fraction of non-â-sheet conformations calculated
for ∆EH ) -0.36 kcal/mol was plotted against the position in
Figure 5. There is a qualitative agreement between the observed
and calculated plot although any intermolecular interactions are
not taken into account in the calculations. We propose the five
closely similar structural models (a-e) with high occurrence
probabilities (p g 0.10) for∆EH ) -0.36 kcal/mol (see Figure
S4 in the Supporting Information). Each model contains two
â-turn structures. The turn positions are (7,19), (9,19), (9,21),
(11,21), and (11,23). These structures form 16â-sheet hydrogen
bonds in one peptide, the largest possible number in this
analysis, and therefore are considered to have the highest
stabilities as well as the highest occurrence probabilities. The
presence of these five closely related structures is likely to
contribute to the increase in the number ofâ-turns in Figure 5.
The average length of the strands is calculated to be 11.2 amino
acid residues and 6.98 (ø value)× 11.2/2) 39.1 Å. Thus, the
combination of a statistical mechanical analysis with experi-
mental approaches based on advanced solid-state NMR methods
provides a powerful tool to examine the detailed structure of

Figure 6. P(j) plotted against the Ala residue position,j, in the (AG)15

molecule as a function of∆EH (summed stabilization energies (kcal/mol)
for the interresidue hydrogen bonds of the residues in theâ-sheet structure).
The details of the calculation used are described in the text.

p(i) ) exp(-∆E(i)/kT)

∆E(i) ) n(i)∆EH

P(j) ) ∑δ(ij ) exp(-n(i)∆EH/kT)/ ∑exp(-n(i)∆EH/kT)

Figure 7. Plot showing how the root-mean-square of the deviation between
the fractions of the non-â-sheet conformations obtained experimentally by
deconvolution and predicted by statistical dynamics changes in (AG)15 as
a function of∆EH.
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silk peptides. It will be of interest to apply this tool to larger
peptides taken from silk sequences taken from a range of
lepidopterans to discover more about lamellar structures in
silks.22
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